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Summary
Indiana’s circuit breaker tax caps were a product of the 2008 property tax reform. They were first
applied statewide for taxes in 2009 and since 2010 have been used at the current cap rates. In
November 2010 voters passed a referendum to add the caps to the state Constitution. After six years at
full cap rates, we have enough experience and data to establish some basic facts about how the tax caps
work.
The tax caps limit homestead tax bills to 1 percent of homestead gross assessed value (before
deductions), 2 percent for other residential and farmland, and 3 percent for business real and personal
property. Tax rates passed by referendum are outside the caps and debt service that existed as of 2010
are not included in the cap calculations for Lake and St. Joseph Counties through 2020.
Tax cap credits are used to reduce tax bills when they exceed the cap amounts. These credits are tax
reductions for taxpayers and revenue losses for local governments. Tax cap credits were $727 million in
2015, which was 10.4 percent of the tax levy.
This paper uses several tax bill examples as a model for how the tax caps work. The tax bill examples
offer ideas about the effects of the tax caps on Indiana taxpayers and local governments, which are
compared to the actual effects using data from 2014 and 2015.
The tax bill model is used to calculate the tax rates at which homesteads just meet their cap amounts
and begin to qualify for tax cap credits. A homestead with a median gross assessed value of $110,000
needs a tax rate of $2.81 per $100 assessed value (2.81 percent) to qualify for tax cap credits.
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Higher valued homes qualify for tax cap credits at lower tax rates. At a tax rate of $3 per $100 assessed
value, homesteads with gross assessed values of more than $100,000 qualify for tax cap credits. At a tax
rate of $2, homesteads valued at more than $200,000 qualify.
Non-homestead residential property and farmland receive few deductions, so at rates above $2 almost
all of this property becomes eligible for tax cap credits. Business property that does not receive
abatements or other deductions becomes eligible at tax rates above $3. The average business property
with deductions would need a rate of about $3.75 to qualify for credits.
More taxpayers are eligible for more tax cap credits in districts where tax rates are higher. Tax cap
credits are negligible in districts where rates are less than $2. Credits are almost 22 percent of the levy
in districts where rates are above $3. When district rates rise above the $2 and $3 thresholds, new
categories of property become eligible for credits and more lower-valued homes become eligible too.
Other residential property (mostly rental housing) in the 2 percent category is the primary beneficiary of
the tax caps. Other residential property owners owed 27 percent of the pre-credit tax bills, but received
47 percent of the tax cap credits in 2014. Rental housing does not receive the deductions that
homesteads receive, so its tax bills are higher. It has a lower cap than other business property. Higher
tax bills and a lower cap make for more tax cap credits.
Taxpayers in cities and towns receive most of the tax breaks from the tax cap credits, and local
governments that overlap cities and towns lose most of the revenue from the tax cap credits. Tax rates in
districts that include cities or towns have higher rates than rural tax districts. Most rental housing is in
cities and towns as well. As a result 97 percent of all tax cap credits statewide are applied to property in
districts with cities and towns.
By themselves, the homestead tax cap credits are regressive, because they reduce the tax bills of highervalued homes by more than lower-valued homes. An average $100,000 home saw a 5 percent reduction
from tax cap credits in 2014; an average $500,000 home saw a 16 percent reduction. The regressivity is
the direct result of the fixed $45,000 standard deduction. That deduction is progressive, because it
provides greater percentage tax reductions to lower valued homesteads. At any net tax rate, the
combination of the standard deduction and the tax caps is progressive up to the gross assessed value
that make the homestead eligible for tax cap credits, and proportional at assessed values above that.
The geography of tax cap credits among Indiana counties is explained by a few factors. Tax districts with
cities have higher tax rates, and cities have more rental housing. Tax cap credits make up a larger share
of the tax levies in urban counties. Higher valued homes are more likely to be eligible for tax cap credits,
so credits are higher in the Indianapolis suburban “donut,” where home values are high. Tax rates are
lower in rural counties, so tax cap credits are lower in rural counties.
Local governments that overlap cities and towns lose the biggest share of their revenue to the tax cap
credits because such districts usually have higher tax rates. Cities and towns themselves lost almost 16
percent of their levies to tax cap credits. Special districts and library districts lose more to credits
because they are more likely to overlap cities and towns. Counties, school corporations and townships
lose a smaller share of their levies because they include the state’s rural areas as well as the urban
areas. Counties lose only 8 percent of their levies to tax cap credits.
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Similar jurisdictions may collect different amounts of property taxes depending on the tax rates of their
overlapping units. The paper provides an example of two adjacent school corporations with similar
enrollments, assessed values and tax rates in 2014. One overlaps a town, so its taxpayers pay higher
overall tax rates and receive more tax cap credits. The town corporation receives $247 per pupil less in
property tax revenues because of the tax cap credits.
Rate changes by one local government unit can affect the revenues of overlapping units. If most of a tax
district’s taxpayers are at their caps, the property tax is “maxed-out”, and tax rates merely divide the
maxed-out levy among the local units. When the tax levy is maxed-out, the units that increase their
rates the most will realize revenue increases, and those that increase their rates the least, or decrease
their rates, will realize revenue decreases. The paper provides an example from 2014. In districts with
high combined rates, each unit has an incentive to raise its rate and levy as much as controls allow, to
maximize its share of maxed-out revenue. This does not increase tax bills for taxpayers with property at
the cap amounts.
Economic development which adds new structures, shifts land to higher-valued uses, and raises property
values, can reduce tax cap credits and increase after-cap revenues in places where many taxpayers are
at their tax caps. Revenue is lost to the tax caps but development reduces the amount of revenue lost.
Revenues could also increase due to inflation or speculative booms in property values, increases in the
base rate of farmland, assessment corrections (or errors) that raise taxable assessed value,
reclassification of homesteads to the other residential category, or shifts of previously exempt property
to the tax rolls. Recessions that reduce property values can reduce revenues as well.
Local option income taxes that provide property tax relief can increase property tax revenues, by
reducing tax cap credits. LOIT credits substitute for tax cap credits when a taxpayer’s bill is above the
cap amount. In effect, by adopting a LOIT for tax relief, the local government substitutes tax relief with
replacement revenue for tax relief without replacement revenue. Total tax payments and total revenue
go up.
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Introduction
Indiana’s circuit breaker tax caps were a product of the 2008 property tax reform. They were first
applied statewide for taxes in 2009, and since 2010 have been used at the current cap rates. In
November 2010 voters passed a referendum to incorporate the caps into the state Constitution. They
are here to stay.
We now have seven years’ experience with the tax caps, six with the caps at their current Constitutional
rates. That’s enough experience (and enough data!) to establish some basic facts about how the tax
caps work.
The facts are “basic” because they emerge directly from the operation of the caps, and can be observed
from data generated by Indiana’s property tax system. Other important effects of the 2008 tax reform
will not be addressed, for example the effects of the sales tax increase, the increases in homestead
deductions, the capital projects referendum requirement, or the elimination of property taxes for the
school general funds. Indirect effects of the tax caps such as the effects on economic development or
business tax incidence, also will be left to another day,
What remains is important, however. Only the tax caps were amended into the Constitution. Other
policies enacted by the 2008 tax reform can be changed with legislation. The tax caps cannot. Indirect
effects on the economy and taxpayers are important—but they result from the direct effects.
Establishing a foundation of facts about the direct effects of Constitutional tax caps is the subject of this
paper.
The Origins of the Circuit Breaker Tax Caps
It started in December 1998. The Indiana Supreme Court decided the Town of St. John case, throwing
out the state’s “true tax value” assessment system. The court declared that assessments must be based
on “objective measures of property wealth.” The court didn’t force a shift to market value
assessment—assessments based on predicted property selling prices—but what other objective
measure was there?
After more prodding by the Indiana Tax Court, the state moved to implement market value assessment
for taxes in 2003. But a study had shown that market value assessment would mean a large shift in tax
burden from businesses to homeowners. The true tax value system under-assessed homes to a greater
degree than other property. A move to market value would increase home assessments more.
So, in a special session in June 2002, the General Assembly passed a series of tax reforms intended to
lessen the impact on homeowners. The reforms included a large increase in homeowner deductions,
and an increase in state-funded property tax replacement credits. Some taxpayers saw big tax hikes
anyway. Owners of older homes, owners of rental housing and owners of farmland saw substantial
property tax increases. Business owners saw tax cuts.
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Changes continued in mid-decade. The property tax on inventories was phased out. Trending began, so
that assessed values would be adjusted for changes in property prices and building costs in between
statewide reassessments. A recession caused the state to limit the amount of property tax replacement
credits it paid to local governments for property tax relief. An error was discovered in the application of
the homestead credit; the correction would reduce tax relief. In 2007 all these factors would come
together to threaten homeowners with another big tax hike.
The General Assembly had passed some stopgap measures in 2006 to lessen this tax increase.
Deductions and credits were raised, and a new idea was introduced: a “circuit breaker” limit on the
taxes that homeowners and all other taxpayers could pay. The limit was set at 2 percent of assessed
value before deductions. Lake County had been authorized to use this idea previously, in response to
very big tax shifts to homeowners. Now the limits would be expanded to the whole state. Those caps
never took effect.
Despite the General Assembly’s efforts, many homeowners saw big tax increases in 2007. Protests
began. A giant teabag was flung into the Broad Ripple Canal. The General Assembly responded with
hearings in the summer and fall of 2007, exploring many fundamental questions about property taxes.
Then, in 2008 the governor proposed and the General Assembly passed the biggest tax reform in
decades. Property taxes for the school general fund were eliminated and replaced by added state aid. A
new 35 percent supplemental homestead deduction was created. Referenda were required to borrow
for big capital projects.
And, circuit breaker tax caps were introduced for property taxes in 2009. In that year taxes on
homesteads were limited to 1.5 percent of gross assessed value, taxes on other residential property and
farmland to 2.5 percent, and taxes on business property, 3.5 percent. In 2010 the caps would tighten to
1 percent for homesteads, 2 percent for other residential and farmland, and 3 percent for business
property. In November 2010 the caps would be put to a statewide vote, to decide whether they should
be incorporated into the state’s Constitution.
In 2009 the “half-caps” produced tax relief and revenue losses of $175 million, which was about 2.9
percent of the tax levy. In 2010 the full cap rates became effective, and tax relief jumped to $473
million, 6.3 percent of the tax levy. That November voters approved the tax cap referendum, with 72
percent voting yes. Article 10, section 1 of the state Constitution now included the tax caps.
Meanwhile, the impact of the caps on taxpayers and local governments increased. Tax cap credits were
$623 million in 2011, $636 million in 2012, $775 million in 2013 and $792 million in 2014. In 2014 tax
cap credits reduced revenue from the tax levy by 10.8 percent. The market value assessment process—
including trending—captured property value decreases caused by the Great Recession. Lower
assessments produced higher tax rates, which made more taxpayers eligible for more tax cap credits.
Many taxpayers were protected from recession-related tax hikes. But the recession caused substantial
reductions in property tax revenue for local governments.
Article 10, Section 1 of the Indiana Constitution
When Indiana’s Constitution was written in 1851, Article 10 Section 1 contained 58 words. After three
amendments, in 1966, 2004 and 2010, it now contains 700 words. The tax cap amendment in 2010
added 479 of these words.
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Paragraphs (c) and (e) provide definitions. A homestead is an owner-occupied principle place of
residence (though the word “homestead” is not mentioned). Other residential property is nonhomestead property used for residential purposes. This is mostly rental housing, but also includes
second homes, vacation homes, retirement homes and so forth. Agricultural land is land devoted to
agricultural use. Other real property is all other land and buildings, which is mostly business land and
buildings. Personal property is not really defined, but as of 2015 it is almost entirely business
equipment.
Paragraph (f) sets the tax cap rates. Homestead property taxes are limited to 1 percent of gross
assessed value, which is assessed value before deductions. Other residential property taxes are limited
to 2 percent of gross assessed value, as are taxes on agricultural land. Taxes on other real property and
on personal property are limited to 3 percent of gross assessed value. The phrase used to describe the
limits is “may not exceed,” which probably means that the cap rates are maximum rates, but that the
legislature could decide to set lower rates.
Paragraph (g) exempts taxes passed by referendum from the tax caps. The Constitution does not
prevent voters from choosing to raise taxes on property. The 2008 tax reform required voters to
approve the use of tax-supported debt for big capital projects. One reason for this paragraph is to
protect bond holders. There are no tax cap limits on the ability of local governments to pay debt service
passed by a referendum.
Paragraph (h) allows the General Assembly to exempt existing debt service or lease payments from the
caps in “eligible counties” until 2020. This was included to cushion local governments in Lake and St.
Joseph Counties from some of the large revenue losses they would have seen had the caps been applied
to all taxes. Note that the tax reform requires referenda for big capital project borrowing, and
paragraph (g) exempts taxes passed by referenda from the caps. Eventually all counties should see a
substantial share of their debt exempt from the caps, as old debt is paid off and new debt is passed by
referendum. The rest of the state will converge to the rules that apply to Lake and St. Joseph now.
A Taxpayer Model
One way to understand how the tax caps work is to look at a tax bill. Table 1 shows assessments and tax
bills for three hypothetical homesteads.
Consider the middle-valued homestead. Its gross assessed value is $110,000. This is near the median
homestead assessment in Indiana for 2014. The gross assessed value represents the assessor’s estimate
of the potential selling price of the home. It’s a plausible estimate. According to the U.S. Bureau of
Census American Community Survey (ACS), for the years 2008 to 2012 the median value of owneroccupied housing units in Indiana was $123,400. The ACS survey values are self-reported, so they’re
probably somewhat optimistic. It’s likely that the median gross assessment is within 10 percent of the
actual value. A recent study of Indiana homestead assessments found average assessed values to be
within 10 percent of selling prices (Faulk and Hicks, 2015).
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Table 1.

Homesteads receive two large deductions. The homestead standard deduction is $45,000 or a
maximum of 60 percent of the homestead’s gross assessed value, whichever is less. The remaining
assessment after this deduction is $65,000. Next, the homestead receives the supplemental homestead
deduction, which is 35 percent of the remaining assessment, up to $600,000, and 25 percent of the
remaining assessment after that. For our middle-valued homestead, 35 percent of $65,000 is $22,750.
Most homeowners also receive the mortgage deduction of $3,000. There are many other deductions
that homeowners might receive, but these three are the most common. The taxable or net assessed
value of a $110,000 homestead after the three common deductions is $39,250.
Suppose the tax rate applied to this homestead is $2.81 per $100 assessed value (equivalent to 2.81
percent). As we’ll see, this rate is just high enough to qualify the middle-valued homestead for tax cap
credits. It’s a district rate, which means it is the sum of the tax rates set by the overlapping
governments in which the property is located. The district rate includes the rates of the county,
township and school corporations, and possibly a city or town, library district or other special districts.
The rate is multiplied by the taxable assessed value (and divided by 100) to derive the gross tax bill.
Here, 2.81 percent of $39,250 is $1,103.
For the moment, let’s ignore the possibility of local property tax credits from local option income taxes
(LOITs), and move straight to the tax caps. The tax cap rate for homesteads is 1 percent of gross
assessed value, or $1,100 for the middle-valued homestead. The tax bill paid to all the overlapping local
governments cannot exceed $1,100 for this homestead. If it does, the taxpayer receives a tax cap credit
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big enough to bring the tax bill down to the cap amount. The credit is an amount of the tax bill that the
taxpayer does not pay, and it is property tax revenue that the local governments do not collect.
The gross tax bill for the middle-valued homestead was $1,103, just $3 more than the cap amount of
$1,100. The taxpayers receives a $3 tax cap credit, and pays a tax bill of $1,100.
Using the Model to Compare Homestead Taxes
Table 1 shows a homestead taxpayer example, but it can also serve as a model. It can be used to offer
ideas about the effects of the tax caps on Indiana taxpayers and local governments, which can then be
compared to data about the actual effects. In more exalted terms, it’s a model that can generate
hypotheses to be tested with data.
The example in Table 1 implies that higher-valued homesteads qualify for tax cap credits at lower tax
rates than do lower-valued homesteads. The middle-valued homestead just qualifies for credits at a
rate of $2.81. At this tax rate the lower-valued homestead does not qualify for credits. The gross tax bill
is $318 while the cap amount is $550. At this tax rate the higher-valued homestead qualifies for
substantial credits. The gross tax bill is $3,112, the cap amount is $2,200, so the credit is $912. That’s a
29 percent tax bill reduction.
We can use this model to calculate the tax rates at which homesteads just meet their cap amounts and
qualify for tax cap credits. This is done (approximately) for the middle-valued homestead in Table 1. At
a gross assessed value of $110,000, a tax rate just less than $2.81 sets the gross tax bill equal to the cap
amount. At a higher rate the taxpayer receives tax cap credits.
Figure 1 shows the result of such a calculation for homestead gross assessed values from $20,000 to
$500,000. Homesteads with gross assessed values and net tax rates above and to the right of the line
qualify for tax cap credits. Net tax rates are gross rates less local credits. Homesteads below and left of
the line would not receive tax cap credits.
Note the “kink” in the curve at a gross assessed value of $75,000 and a net tax rate of $4.61. Up to this
point the standard deduction is calculated as 60 percent of gross assessed value, so the value of this tax
break rises with homestead values. At a gross assessment of $75,000 the standard deduction reaches
$45,000, which is its maximum. With the deduction fixed, tax bills rise more rapidly with gross assessed
value, so the tax rates required for tax cap eligibility are lower.
In fact, it is the fixed standard deduction that gives this curve its downward slope. The standard
deduction reduces taxable assessments by 60 percent up to an assessment of $75,000. At an
assessment of $500,000, the $45,000 deduction reduces taxable assessments by only 9 percent. As a
result, tax bills are a higher percentage of gross assessed value for higher valued homes. Since the tax
cap is one percent of gross assessed value, higher valued homes qualify for tax caps at lower tax rates.
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Figure 1

It’s not shown in Figure 1, but there would also be a kink at a gross assessed value of $600,000.
Homestead assessed value above $600,000 receives a 25 percent supplemental homestead deduction,
instead of 35 percent. On the scale in the Figure this kink would not be visible, however, and less than
one percent of homesteads in Indiana are assessed for more than $600,000.
There are two useful and easy-to-remember points on the line in Figure 1. At a net tax rate of $3 per
$100 assessed value, homesteads with gross assessed values of more than $100,000 qualify for tax cap
credits. At a net tax rate of $2, homesteads valued at more than $200,000 qualify.
At the lower end, a $20,000 homestead would need a net tax rate of $9.09 to qualify for homestead
credits. There are no tax rates that high in Indiana. At the upper end, a ten million dollar homestead
would qualify for credits with a net tax rate of $1.35. Eighty-four percent of tax districts in Indiana have
rates higher than that.
Figure 1 is calculated from a model of homestead property tax bills. How does it compare with actual
Indiana homestead tax bills and tax cap credits for 2014? Data on homestead tax bills for each taxing
district in Indiana were obtained for 2014. The data show 52 categories of homestead gross assessed
values, from less than $50,000 to more than one million dollars. Data are available for 2,009 tax districts
in Indiana—about 104,000 data points in all.
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District tax rates are adjusted by local option income tax (LOIT) credit rates to produce district net tax
rates. Threshold tax rates are calculated without the mortgage deduction, because many homesteads
do not receive this deduction. There are 10,564 district-assessment combinations with tax cap credits.
Of those, only 92 violate the threshold combinations calculated by the tax model and shown in Figure 1.
That means 99.1 percent of all actual data points are consistent with the model.
Figure 2 plots all the district net tax rate and homestead assessed value combinations which had at least
one homestead eligible for tax cap credits in 2014. A curve resembling Figure 1 is evident—with just a
few stray points below the line.
Figure 2

Homesteads, Other Residential and Business Property
Homestead taxes are capped at 1 percent of gross assessed value. Other residential property and
farmland taxes are capped at 2 percent of gross assessed value, and business real and personal property
is capped at 3 percent. The taxpayer model also can be used to compare tax bills and tax cap credits for
properties in the three tax cap categories.
Table 2 applies the taxpayer model to properties in the 1 percent, 2 percent and 3 percent categories.
For comparison the gross assessed values are the same for each property. Imagine a house as an
owner-occupied primary residence, or as a rental residence, or converted to accommodate a small
business.
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Table 2

The homestead property is the same as in Table 1. Taxes for the other residential and business
properties differ from homesteads in two ways. First, they do not receive the homestead standard
deduction or 35 percent supplemental deduction. Those are applied only to homesteads. Second, the
tax cap rate for other residential property is 2 percent of gross assessed value, and the tax cap rate for
business property is 3 percent of gross assessed value.
The gross tax bill is $3,007 for both the other residential and business properties. This is nearly triple
the tax on the homestead, because of the absence of the homestead deductions. The other residential
property is in the 2 percent category, however, so the cap amount on gross assessed value of $110,000
is $2,200. The other residential property gets an $807 tax cap credit, to bring the net tax bill to the cap
amount. The business property is in the 3 percent category, and the $3,007 tax bill is less than the
$3,300 cap amount. The business property receives no tax cap credits.
The model implies that other residential property in the 2 percent category will be the primary
beneficiaries of the tax caps. At an identical tax rate, a like-valued homestead just meets its cap
amount, a like-valued business property is still below its cap amount, but the other residential property
sees a 27 percent tax reduction due to the tax cap credits.
Data for 2014 confirm that the 2 percent category is the primary beneficiary of the cap credits. The 2
percent category received 47 percent of statewide tax cap credits in 2014, though this category had only
27 percent of the pre-credit tax liability. Tax cap credits reduced tax bills in the 2 percent category by
about 19 percent. Homesteads in the 1 percent category saw a 9 percent tax bill reduction, and
business property in the 3 percent category saw a 7 percent tax reduction.
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Property in the 2 percent category receives the largest share of tax cap credits because its tax bills are
higher and its cap amounts are lower than other property. Property in the 2 percent category does not
receive homestead deductions, so its gross tax bills are higher than homestead tax bills. Its cap amounts
are lower than business property’s 3 percent cap, so its net tax bills are less than business tax bills when
tax rates exceed $2.
Tax Cap Credits at Higher and Lower Tax Rates
Table 3 shows the tax cap credit results from the model for various property types and gross assessed
values, and four tax rates. The model implies that higher tax rates make more properties eligible for
more tax cap credits. It shows that only homesteads can be eligible for tax cap credits at rates of $2 or
less. Homesteads, other residential property and farmland can be eligible at rates between $2 and $3,
and all property types can be eligible at rates greater than $3.
Table 3

This implies that the $2 and $3 tax rates are thresholds. When district rates rise above these thresholds,
new categories of property become eligible for credits. When thresholds are passed, tax breaks from
the caps jump, and so do local government revenue losses. Recall that at a $2 rate, only homesteads
with gross assessed values over $200,000 will receive tax cap credits. At a $3 rate, homesteads with
gross assessed values over $100,000 receive tax cap credits. Table 3 reflects this rule-of-thumb.
In our model property in the 2 percent and 3 percent categories do not receive deductions. In 2014
deductions for other residential property were less than 2 percent of gross assessed value, and
deductions for agriculture were less than 1 percent of gross assessed value. (For comparison,
homestead deductions were 57 percent of gross assessed value.) The cap rates are applied to gross
assessed value to get the cap amount. Tax rates are applied to net assessed value to get the gross tax
bill. Because gross and net assessments are nearly identical for property in the 2 percent category, the
tax cap rates can be directly compared to the tax rates. Almost all of the other residential property and
farmland in districts with rates above $2 is eligible for tax cap credits.
In 2014 deductions for business real and personal property in the 3 percent category were 20 percent of
gross assessed value. This implies that much business property will be eligible for tax cap credits only at
rates higher than $3. If a business gets a 20 percent abatement on its gross assessed value, it becomes
eligible for tax cap credits at tax rates above $3.75. Businesses without abatements or other deductions
will become eligible for credits at rates above $3.
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Figure 3

These implications of the model are confirmed by Indiana data. Figure 3 shows tax cap credits as a
percentage of the levies statewide for 2015. The bar on the left shows that tax cap credits accounted
for 10.4 percent of property taxes levied by all local units on all taxpayers. The average taxpayer saw a
10.4 percent tax cut from the caps, and the average local government lost 10.4 percent of its property
tax levy to the caps. The lion’s share of the credits went to the 2 percent category, as expected.
The next three bars show credit percentages by district tax rates. In districts with rates less than $2 per
$100 assessed value, only homesteads valued at $200,000 or more can be eligible for credits. Only 14
percent of Indiana homesteads are so valuable. It is impossible for property in the 2 percent or 3
percent categories to receive credits at tax rates that low. This accounts for the near-zero cap
percentage of the levy when rates are less than $2.
A threshold is passed when rates exceed $2. Almost all property in the 2 percent category becomes
eligible for credits. In addition, homesteads with gross assessments between $100,000 and $200,000
start to become eligible. Forty-two percent of Indiana homesteads have gross assessments in this range.
Credits as a share of the levy are 5.8 percent, with the 2 percent category comprising the larger share.
Of course, no business property received credits in districts where rates were less than $3.
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Tax cap credits were much larger in districts with rates greater than $3. Another threshold is passed—
business property begins to be eligible for credits—and homesteads valued at less than $100,000 begin
to be eligible. Recall, though, that homesteads assessed at less than $50,000 receive credits only at
rates above $5 (see Figure 1). Thirty-four percent of Indiana homesteads have gross assessments
between $50,000 and $100,000, and 10 percent are valued at less than $50,000. Credits as a share of
the levy are 21.7 percent in districts with rates above $3. Property in the 2 percent category accounts
for the most, but business property adds a large amount.
Tax Cap Credits in Cities, Towns and Unincorporated Areas
Tax rates in tax districts that include cities or towns tend to be higher than tax rates in districts in
unincorporated areas. A district tax rate that includes a city or town includes the municipality’s rate
along with the county, township, school and other rates. A district tax rate outside of a city or town
does not have that extra tax rate.
Table 4

Table 4 shows the distribution of Indiana tax districts inside and outside cities and towns, by tax rate, for
2015. Districts that include cities and towns have higher district tax rates. Of all 2,030 districts in 2015,
47 percent include cities and towns. Almost 99 percent of the districts with rates above $3 include cities
and towns, and almost 83 percent of districts with rates below $2 do not include cities and towns. Eighty
percent of districts with cities and towns have tax rates greater than $2; one-third have tax rates above
$3. Eighty-five percent of unincorporated districts have rates less than $2.
In the models in Table 3, then, the examples with rates $3 or more must represent districts with cities or
towns. The examples with the $2 rate are much more likely to be unincorporated. Taxpayers in cities or
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towns are more likely to have their tax bills limited by the caps. Cities and towns, and local governments
that share territory with cities and towns, are more likely to lose revenue to the tax cap credits.
The last two bars in Figure 3 confirm the results of the model. Tax bills and revenue collections in
districts with cities and towns are reduced 13.7 percent by the tax caps. They are reduced only 1.1
percent in districts without cities or towns. Put another way, 97 percent of all tax cap credits statewide
are applied to property in districts with cities and towns.
Both other residential and agricultural property are in the 2 percent category. Clearly, though, most of
the tax cap credits in the 2 percent category must go to other residential property, and little goes to
agriculture. In 2014, 94 percent of agricultural gross assessed value was in unincorporated areas,
outside of cities or towns. This is no surprise. This means, however, that a very large share of farmland
was in tax districts with rates less than $2. It would not receive tax cap credits.
Other residential property is dominated by rental housing, so it is also not surprising that 68 percent of
this property is inside of cities and towns. Commercial apartments make up one-fifth of other
residential value, and 88 percent of the gross assessed value of larger commercial apartments is in cities
or towns. Since 80 percent of city or town districts have rates above $2, and other residential property
does not receive much in deductions, much of the other residential property in Indiana must be above
its tax caps and receiving tax cap credits.
The Incidence of Homestead Tax Cap Credits
The model in Table 1 and the model results in Table 3 imply that higher valued homesteads receive
bigger tax cuts from the tax cap credits. Even at a $5 tax rate, a $55,000 gross assessed value
homestead receives only a $15 tax cap credit, while the $220,000 homestead receives a $3,338 credit.
The tax cap credits benefit higher valued homes more.
This is confirmed by the data plotted in Figure 4, which shows the actual average percentage reduction
in tax bills caused by the tax cap credits for homesteads of various gross assessed values in 2014.
Homes valued at $50,000 or less saw tax bill reductions of 1.5 percent on average, across all tax districts
with their varying rates. Homes valued from $100,000 to $110,000 saw tax cap cuts averaging 4.5
percent, and homes valued from $210,000 to $220,000 saw cuts of 10.3 percent. Homesteads in the
$475,000 to $500,000 range saw average reductions of 16.0 percent.
This is regressive incidence because wealthier taxpayers receive bigger percentage tax reductions. Note,
however, that this regressivity is the direct result of the fixed $45,000 standard deduction. That
deduction is effectively progressive, because it provides greater percentage tax reductions to lower
valued homesteads. After deductions wealthier homesteads pay a greater percentage of gross assessed
value in property taxes. Higher tax bills are more likely to be capped.
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Figure 4.

The standard deduction is progressive; the tax caps are regressive. At any net tax rate, the combination
of the two is progressive up to the gross assessed value that make the homestead eligible for tax cap
credits (see Figure 1). The combination is proportional at assessed values above that, because tax bills
are one percent of gross assessed value at the tax cap.
What of the tax caps for rental, agricultural and business property? In general, wealthier, higher income
people own such property, so tax reductions would benefit directly higher income people more than
lower income people.
To some degree, however, the tax cap credits change the behavior of business owners. Tax reductions
make owning rental housing more profitable. Owners will build more, and the greater supply of rental
housing should reduce rents, or cause them to increase more slowly. Renters tend to have lower
incomes than homeowners, so part of tax reduction on rental housing would benefit lower income
people. Lower taxes make businesses more profitable, and more profitable businesses expand. Added
product reduces product prices; added job opportunities increase wages and benefits. Part of the tax
cut to businesses will accrue to consumers and employees.
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Figuring how much of the business tax cut is passed to employees, customers and tenants is beyond the
scope of this paper. Such results are always uncertain, because so many factors other than taxes affect
prices, wages and rents. And we may not have enough data yet to determine the economic effects of
the tax caps. In the aftermath of the Great Recession—which hit bottom in the year that tax caps
became effective—discerning the indirect incidence of business tax cuts would be especially difficult.
The Geography of Tax Cap Credits
The map in Figure 5 shows the tax cap credits as a percentage of total local government levies in each
county. Here are some observations about tax cap credits in the 92 counties, informed by the analysis
above.
The counties with Indiana’s bigger cities generally have high tax cap credit percentages. Marion,
Delaware, Howard, St. Joseph and Vigo have percentages greater than 15 percent. Allen, Lake and
Vanderburgh are near or above 10 percent. So are some counties with smaller cities, such as Knox and
Wayne. Cities add their tax rates to the district rates which determine tax cap credits. Big cities cover
large parts of their counties, so many taxpayers are affected by the higher rates. Cities also have more
rental housing, which has a 2 percent cap and receives few deductions, so is more likely to be eligible for
tax cap credits than homesteads or other business property.
Lake has some of the highest tax rates in the state, yet its tax cap percentage was only 11.3 percent in
2015. One reason is the recent adoption of property tax relief funded by local option income taxes.
Another is the Constitutional exception made for Lake and St. Joseph Counties, which excludes debt
service that existed as of 2010 from the tax caps.
Several smaller counties in east central and north central Indiana have high tax cap credit percentages.
Cass, Fayette, Henry and Madison have small cities which add to their tax rates. They also have seen
declines in their industrial tax bases. It may be that declining or slower growing assessed values resulted
in higher tax rates, which caused more taxpayers to qualify for tax cap credits.
Most of the suburban “donut” counties around Indianapolis/Marion have relatively high tax cap credit
percentages, in the 5 percent to 15 percent range. Most district tax rates in these counties are not
particularly high. Instead, the high credit percentages are explained by the high gross assessed values of
their homesteads. Hamilton, Boone and Hendricks all had average homestead assessments of $174,000
or more in 2014, ranking in the top five among Indiana counties. Figure 1 shows that tax rates around
$2 are high enough for such homesteads to receive credits.
The C-shaped area from Steuben in the northeast, to Fountain and Parke in the west-central, to
Switzerland in the southeast, might be called Indiana’s “rural crescent.” These rural counties have
smaller cities and towns and lower tax rates. Few taxpayers qualify for tax cap credits. Their tax cap
percentages are less than 5 percent.
Five counties show no tax cap credits at all. Two, Brown and Ohio, have very low tax rates, even in
districts with towns. Three, Jasper, Morgan and Pulaski, have higher local income tax rates, with much
of the revenue used for property tax relief for all property categories. Taxpayers do not qualify for
credits because of the resulting low tax bills.
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Figure 5

Interdependent Local Governments
Local governments set their property tax rates based on their own budgets, other sources of revenue
and the net assessed values within their borders, subject to maximum levy limits. But the tax cap credits
depend on the sum of the tax rates of all the overlapping units that make up a tax district. This can
make local units of government interdependent in a way that was not true before the tax caps were
enacted.
Table 5 adds local government units to the taxpayer model. The homestead taxpayer bill shows the
higher valued $220,000 home, taxed at rates of $2 and $3 per $100 assessed value. Both taxpayers pay
the cap amount, $2,200. At the $2 rate the taxpayer needs a $15 credit to bring the tax bill to the cap
amount. At the $3 rate the tax cap credit is $1,123.
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The $2 rate in this example results from a taxing district that is outside of a city or town. The county’s
rate is $0.50, the school corporation’s rate is $1.00, and the rates of all other units—township, library
district, special districts—sum to $0.50. The district rate is the sum of the rates of the overlapping local
governments, $2.
The rates of the individual units are set by the budget process and the maximum levy or rate controls.
Each unit’s levy is divided by the net assessed value in the district to get the unit rate. The gross tax bill
of the homestead, then, represents the amount that the homestead owner must pay if each unit is to
receive its full levy.
The gross tax bill is above the cap amount for the homeowner at the $2 rate. Each unit receives a share
of the net tax bill equal to its percentage of the total rate, 25 percent for the county and other units; 50
percent for the school corporation. Put another way, the revenue losses from the tax cap credits are
divided among the overlapping units based on percentages in the district tax rate. Of the $15 tax credit,
$7.50 is lost by the school corporation, and $3.75 is lost by the county and other units.
Now consider a district with a city or town. The county, school corporations and other units have the
same levies, assessed values and rates as before, but now there is the added $1.00 rate for the
municipality. The district rate is $3.
The taxpayer continues to pay $2,200. Now, however, an extra government shares in this fixed tax bill.
The city/town has 33 percent of the tax rate, and receives $733 from this taxpayer’s bill. The county,
school corporations and other units now have a smaller share of the total tax rate, so they receive a
smaller share of the tax bill. The last part of Table 5 shows the difference between the $2 and $3
scenarios. With a $3 rate the county, school corporation and other units all receive less of their levy,
and lose more to the tax cap credits, than they did at the $2 rate. The municipality receives $733, which
is less than its pre-credit levy. The levy amount is needed to fully fund unit budgets. None of the units
receive enough property tax revenue to fully fund their budgets.
A number of implications emerge from this model. First, local government units that overlap cities or
towns will lose more to the tax cap credits; units that have more territory in unincorporated areas will
lose less.
Cities and towns are generally in tax districts with higher rates (see Table 4), so they will lose the biggest
share of their revenue to the tax cap credits. Special districts are often established by cities and towns,
and so are more likely to operate in districts with higher rates. Library districts do not cover the entire
state, but the areas that are not covered tend to be rural, so library territory is somewhat more likely to
be in high rate districts. Special districts and library districts should lose higher than average revenue
shares to tax cap credits.
Counties and school corporations cover the entire state, and so have more territory in lower tax districts
without cities or towns. Townships cover nearly the entire state (aside from a handful of consolidations
with other units). Counties, school corporations and townships should lose smaller shares of their levies
to tax cap credits.
The evidence supports these propositions. Figure 6 shows the percentages of levies lost to tax cap
credits by unit type. Cities and towns lose the most, as expected. Special districts, which are more likely
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to overlap cities and towns, are next highest. Library districts are next highest, because there are rural
areas without districts.
Figure 6

Counties, school corporations and townships lose the least, because they are more likely than other
units to operate in districts without cities or towns. Townships have the biggest losses among these
three. The reason is that townships in urban and rural areas are of very different sizes. The biggest
township levy—in Wayne Township in Marion County—has a levy bigger than the smallest 650
townships combined. The twenty largest account for more than half of all township levies. The 700
smallest townships have only 11 percent of the total township levy. Townships cover the whole state,
but their levies are dominated by urban townships, where tax rates are higher and tax cap revenue
losses are larger.
A second implication of the model in Table 5 is that similar jurisdictions may collect different amounts of
property taxes depending on the tax rates of their overlapping units. In Table 5, suppose the two school
corporations are identical—the same enrollment, budget, levy, assessed value and tax rate. The
corporation in the rural district with the $2 rate receives $367 more from the taxpayer’s tax bill than
does the corporation in the urban district with the $3 rate. Identical units that overlap cities or towns
will receive less revenue after the tax cap credits.
For example, consider two school corporations in Delaware County, shown in Table 6, using data for
2014. Delaware Community Schools had an enrollment of 2,577, a property tax levy of $5,851,777, and
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a tax rate of $1.1368 per $100 assessed value. The levy per pupil was $2,224. Yorktown Community
Schools (also known as Mt. Pleasant Schools) had an enrollment of 2,403, a property tax levy of
$5,343,602, and a tax rate of $1.1656. The Yorktown levy per pupil was $2,271, only $47 more than in
Delaware. These are two similar school corporations in the same county.
Table 6

Delaware Community Schools covers a four township area that includes two smaller towns, Albany and
Eaton, and a large amount of unincorporated territory. The district tax rates in these unincorporated
townships were under $2 in 2014. Yorktown Community Schools covers a single township that includes
Yorktown, a larger town. The district rate in Yorktown was $2.7294. Small parts of both corporations
overlap the City of Muncie, where district rates were above $4. The average district rate sums the total
levy of all units in each district, divided by the sum of the assessed value in each district. The average
rate in Delaware is $2.12 and the average rate in Yorktown is $2.73.
The different district rates create different tax cap credit revenue losses for the two corporations.
Delaware Schools lost 3.8 percent of its levy to the cap credits, while Yorktown Schools lost 14.9 percent
of its levy to the credits. After credits are subtracted, Delaware received $2,185 in property taxes per
pupil, and Yorktown received $1,892. What began as a $47 difference in levies per pupil before the caps
became a $293 difference after the caps.
The two corporations are similar, except in the tax rates of their overlapping units. This difference—
over which the school corporations have no control—creates a $575 thousand difference in property tax
revenues received.
Note a further implication. Annexation of a school corporation’s territory by a city or town can have
important consequences for school funding. Annexation will increase the revenues of a city or town,
and decrease the revenues of the overlapping units. Overlapping units have a revenue stake in a
municipality’s annexation decisions.
A third implication of the Table 5 model is this: rate changes by one overlapping unit can affect the
revenues of the other overlapping units. If one unit increases its tax rate, and there are taxpayers at or
near their tax cap amounts, the overlapping units will lose revenue. This possibility is implied in Table 5.
The city “increases” its tax rate by one dollar between the $2 and $3 scenarios. The city gains revenue
and the other units lose revenue.
Table 7 shows an actual example from an Indiana tax district in 2013 and 2014. The district is the Terre
Haute City, Harrison Township district in Vigo County. It was chosen for several reasons. The district tax
rate is over $4, which means that many taxpayers are at their caps. The district has no LOIT-funded local
credits. In 2014 the district lost 30.5 percent of its levy to the caps, which is a very large amount. The
tax rate increased from 2013 to 2014, and the rate increase was due mostly to an increase in one unit,
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Terre Haute City in this case. The rate increase was caused by a levy increase, while assessed value was
nearly unchanged. The example is very close to the scenario in Table 5
The levy and rate both increased by about 2.7 percent from 2013 to 2014. Local units budgeted for an
added $1.3 million in property tax revenues from the taxpayers in this district. The high rate put many
taxpayers at their cap amounts, however. At $4.1220 per $100 assessed value, most business properties
in the 3 percent category and all rental properties in the 2 percent category must be at their caps.
Homesteads assessed at more than $80,000 pay at their cap amounts too. In effect, the property tax in
this district is nearly “maxed-out.” Most taxpayers cannot pay more than they already pay, no matter
the tax rate.
With so many taxpayers at their cap amounts the main result of the levy increase is to increase tax cap
credits. Tax bills rise by $1.3 million, but credits rise by $1.2 million. Taxpayers did not pay most of the
added bills, and the net revenue added was only $109,726. Only 8.3 percent of the added levy was
realized as added revenue.
Contrast this result with a comparable district with a low tax rate, also shown in Table 7. The Turkey
Creek Township district in Kosciusko has net assessed value similar to the Vigo district, $1.2 billion, and
saw a remarkably similar rate increase of nearly 11 cents from 2013 to 2014. But the district rate is
under $1—there is no municipality—which means that there are no taxpayers at their tax caps, and the
district has no tax cap credits. The rate increase generates $1.3 million in added levy, just like the Vigo
district, but all of this revenue is paid by district taxpayers and realized by local units. The property tax
system works as it did before the tax caps were imposed in districts where rates are low.
Why would a district bother to raise a tax rate if it cannot generate much new revenue? Because the
“district” does not make budget decisions; individual units do. The lower part of Table 7 shows what
happened to the units in the Vigo district from 2013 to 2014. More than 8 cents of the 11 cent rate
increase came from the city. This increased the city’s share of the district rate from 55.0 percent to 55.6
percent. After the rate increase the city received a larger share of the (almost) maxed-out property tax.
Its net revenue rose by $259,897; the net revenues of the other units fell. Most of the city levy increase
was lost to tax cap credits, but the city gained revenue. The other units increased their rates and levies
from 2013 to 2014, but realized less revenue. Note that this is not just a city phenomenon. When the
tax levy is maxed-out, the units that increase their rates the most will realize revenue increases, and
those that increase their rates the least, or decrease their rates, will realize revenue decreases.
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Table 7

In districts with high combined rates, each unit has an incentive to raise its rate and levy as much as
controls allow, to maximize its share of maxed-out revenue. This does not increase tax bills for
taxpayers with property at the cap amounts.
When a large number of taxpayers have property at the cap amounts, tax rate decisions by local
governments can take on strange features. This is a fourth implication of the model. Suppose a district
rate is high, so that almost all properties are at their caps. The property tax has been maxed-out, raising
an amount equal to 1 percent of homestead gross assessed value, plus 2 percent of farmland/other
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residential gross assessed value, plus 3 percent of business gross assessed value. That’s the most it can
raise.
In this case, the tax rates of the individual units merely divide up the maxed-out levy among the units in
the district. This also means that a government cannot reduce its tax rate in order to reduce the bills of
its taxpayers. If the rate reduction is small relative to the total district rate, taxpayers will remain at
their caps, paying their cap amounts. They will receive no tax cut. Instead, revenue that had been
collected by the tax-cutting government will be collected by other overlapping units.
Table 7 can illustrate. Suppose in 2015 Terre Haute City had decided to give its taxpayers a break by
reducing its rate back to 2013 levels. More than 90 percent of the city’s rate cut would reduce tax cap
credits. Most taxpayers would not see tax bill reductions. But overlapping units would gain revenue,
because their share of the maxed-out levy would increase. Where the district rate is high, most
taxpayers are at their cap amounts and revenues are maxed out, a tax cut by a single unit is a gift of
revenue to overlapping units, not a break for taxpayers.
Assessed Value Changes: Development and Recession
In 2007 Indiana assessors began trending, which is the annual adjustment of assessed values based on
prices and costs. In the past assessments of existing properties had changed only in statewide
reassessment years. Trending did not have much effect on revenues prior to the introduction of the tax
caps. Most of the levy fell under the maximum levy controls. If trending increased assessed value more
than the maximum levy growth quotient, tax rates would fall. If trending increased assessed value less
than the quotient, or if it decreased assessments, tax rates would rise. Either way, local units would
receive their budgeted levies.
This situation changed with the introduction of the tax caps. When tax rates are high enough, an
increase in rates makes more taxpayers eligible for more tax cap credits, so a smaller share of the levy is
received by local units. Likewise, a decrease in rates increases the share of the levy actually received.
The combination of trending and tax caps mean that changes in property values can have effects on the
revenues of local units.
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The taxpayer model in Table 8 illustrates the effects of assessed value changes. Consider a 10 percent
increase in the gross assessed value of the homestead, from $220,000 to $242,000. The net assessed
value rises 13 percent (more than the 10 percent gross assessment rise because the standard deduction
is fixed). Suppose that net assessed value in the district rises by that same 13 percent, and that local
governments have fixed levies, perhaps set at the state-imposed maximum. All units reduce their tax
rates proportionally, and the district tax rate declines from $3.00 to $2.66. The levy and gross tax bills
remain the same (though they round to a dollar difference in Table 8). Lower rates reduce tax cap
credits.
The taxpayer pays the cap amount both before and after the assessment increase. But the cap amount
increases by 10 percent, since it is 1 percent of gross assessed value. The taxpayer’s net tax bill rises
from $2,200 to $2,420. Each local government sees a 10 percent rise in its total revenue after credits,
even though all levies remained the same. Assessed value growth causes revenue growth.
This implies one of the wonderful ironies of the tax caps. Both the maximum levy and the tax caps are
meant to reduce property taxes, and they do. But, if the maximum levy was the only limitation, as it is
in places where district tax rates are low, the increase in assessed value would have no effect on
revenues. From one year to the next the levy would rise by the maximum levy growth quotient, which
has been less than 3 percent recently, regardless of the assessed value change.
With the addition of the tax caps, however, an increase in assessed value can cause an increase in
revenue. Part of the levy was lost when the tax caps were imposed. Assessed value growth reduces
that loss.
This effect can be seen even in the most aggregated data. Table 9 shows averages for all units in the 92
counties in 2014 and 2015. Note that these are unweighted averages of county percentages, so the tax
cap credit percent of the levy is only 6.7 percent, not 10.4 percent. Larger counties tend to have big
cities and higher tax cap percentages, but that is not reflected in unweighted averages.
Levy increases averaged 2.9 percent for all counties. This was less than the increase in net assessed
value, so the average tax rate decreased. The rate decrease caused fewer taxpayers to be eligible for
tax cap credits, so credits declined. After-cap revenues increased 3.3 percent, which was 0.4 percent
more than the levy increase.
The last line of Table 9 shows the same averages for the 13 counties that had net assessed value
increases of more than 7 percent, and had a large number of taxpayers at their cap amounts, as
measured by a higher cap percent of the levy. Cap losses averaged 11.8 percent of the levy. These
counties had levy increases averaging 2.0 percent, but net assessed value rose much more, so rates and
tax cap credits declined. As a result, after-cap revenues rose by 3.8 percent, which was more than the
increase in the levy.
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Compare this to the 10 counties with high tax cap percentages, and small net assessed value increases.
In these counties, the levy rose an average of 4.3 percent, while net assessments increased only 1.0
percent. Tax rates increased, so tax cap credits increased too. After-cap revenues rose less than the
levy. And, compare to all the counties with low tax cap percentages, in the middle section of the table.
No matter how fast net assessments grew, after-cap revenues increased by about as much as the levy.
The differences between the levy and after-cap revenue increases are minimal. Few taxpayers are at
their caps, so cap credits matter little.
Economic development which adds new structures, shifts land to higher-valued uses, and raises
property values, can reduce tax cap credits and increase after-cap revenues in places where many
taxpayers are at their tax caps.
But, in fact, anything that increases gross or net assessed values could cause such revenue increases.
Inflation or speculative booms in property values also would raise revenues. So would increases in the
base rate of farmland. Assessment corrections (or errors) that raise taxable assessed value could
increase revenue—which sometimes concerns property owners. And administrative changes can have
an effect. Shifts of homesteads to the other residential category, or moving previously exempt property
to the tax rolls, can increase revenues.
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The combination of trending and the caps makes Indiana local government revenues newly sensitive to
declines in assessed values. In 2014, ten counties with high tax cap percentages had net assessed value
decreases from 2013. Net assessments declined 2.5 percent on average in these counties. The levy
increase averaged a modest 0.7 percent, but the assessment decline meant that rates increased on
average. More taxpayers became eligible for more tax cap credits, so these counties realized a 2.2
percent decrease in after-cap revenues, 2.9 percent less than the budgeted levy increase. The drop in
property values was captured by trending, and the caps caused revenue reductions.
The Legislative Services Agency (2011) offered an analysis of the effect of the 2007-09 recession on
Indiana assessments, levies and tax cap credits in its December 2011 statewide property tax report. This
report found that in pay-2011 gross assessments fell, or increased less, in counties which were most
affected by the recession. Trending captured the negative effects of recession on property values, new
construction and equipment acquisition. In 7 counties, Allen, Boone, Fayette, Grant, Henry, Marion and
Scott, the levy increased and taxable assessed value fell, so the average tax rate increased. Higher rates
caused tax cap credits to increase by more than the levy increase, so post-credit revenue declined. A
broader definition of these recession circumstances affected more counties. In 30 counties, net assessed
value increased by less than two percent while after-credit property tax revenue declined (LSA, 2011,
p.7).
During the most recent recession nearly one-third of counties saw after-credit property tax revenue
reductions. Trending and tax caps make property tax revenues less stable in recessions.
Note that this loss of property tax stability is a benefit to many taxpayers. In former years, property tax
revenue was stable in recessions because it ignored reductions in taxpayer ability-to-pay. Taxpayer
property values would decline, but assessments would not. If somehow assessments did decline, tax
rate increases would maintain tax bills. Taxpayers in reduced circumstances would see their tax bills
remain the same, or even increase. With trending and tax caps, lower property values can lead to lower
tax bills.
Local Option Income Taxes and the Tax Cap Credits
A full discussion of the local option income taxes (LOITs) belongs in another paper, but the LOITs interact
with the tax caps in important ways. LOITs affect tax cap credits when the income tax revenue is used to
reduce property tax bills. LOIT credits are percentage reductions in tax payments. The lost property tax
revenue is replaced in local government budgets with income tax revenue. LOIT credits can be applied
to homestead tax bills alone, to homestead plus other residential property, or to all property as property
tax replacement credits. The credit rates are calculated by dividing the available LOIT revenue by the
property tax levies paid on the property type to be credited.
To insert LOITs into our taxpayer model we need to know the typical LOIT credit rates. Average expected
LOIT credit rates can be calculated from statewide data. Shares in net assessed value are used to assign
shares of the property tax levy to the homestead and homestead plus other residential property
categories. The total levy is used for all property. State income tax revenue per 1 percent rate is then
divided by these levies by property type, to give the average statewide LOIT credit rates if 100 percent of
the LOIT revenue were assigned to credits in each property category. The resulting average credit rates
are 63 percent for homesteads, 40 percent for homesteads plus other residential, and 21 percent for all
property. In other words, if an average county adopts a 1 percent LOIT and uses it only for homestead
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credits, homestead tax bills are reduced by 63 percent. If the tax relief is spread across homesteads and
other residential property, the average credit is 40 percent. If relief goes to all property, the LOIT credit
is 21 percent.
The all-property average is nearly identical to the median rate actually used by counties that deliver 100
percent of their LOIT credits to all property. When local income tax rates are normalized to 1 percent,
the median all-property credit rate among adopting counties is 20 percent. The median actual
normalized credit rates are higher for homesteads and homesteads plus other residential, however, at
72 percent and 55 percent, respectively. Counties that have adopted the homestead or homestead and
other residential options tend to have higher taxable income relative to property taxes levied, which
may account for the higher actual credit rates.
Table 10 shows the tax model for the middle valued $110,000 homestead at a $3.50 tax rate. The table
shows the property tax bill before and after a local option income tax is adopted at 1 percent, with 100
percent of LOIT credits distributed among all properties at the actual median credit rate of 20 percent.
The 20 percent LOIT reduces the homeowner’s gross tax bill by $275. But, the homeowner had tax cap
credits of $274 before the LOIT adoption. The LOIT credits substitute for the tax cap credits, and the
homeowner’s property tax bill is almost unchanged at $1,099. The homeowner (presuming he or she
has taxable income) has paid the added 1 percent local income tax rate. The homeowners total
property and income tax payment combined has increased.
The local governments receive the nearly-unchanged property tax payment of $1,099. Local
governments also receive $275 in LOIT revenue to replace the property tax not paid because of the LOIT
credits, equal to 20 percent of the gross tax bill. The combined revenue from the property and income
taxes has increased from $1,100 to $1,374.
Lost property tax revenue from the LOIT credit is replaced with income tax revenue. Lost property tax
revenue from the tax cap credit is not replaced. The LOIT credit substitutes for the tax cap credit when
the taxpayer’s bill is above the cap amount. In effect, the local government has substituted tax relief
with replacement revenue for tax relief without replacement revenue. Total tax payments and total
revenue go up.
Suppose the county used 100 percent of the LOIT revenue for homestead credits, not for credits to all
property owners. The LOIT credit rate would be 72 percent for the homestead and the LOIT credit
would be $989. The $274 in tax cap credits would be replaced, and the homestead would receive an
additional $715 in tax relief. This would cut the tax bill by two-thirds, from $1,100 to $385.
Local governments would receive the $385 in property taxes, and the $989 in LOIT income tax revenue
to replace the LOIT credits, for a total of $1,374. This is more than the $1,100 received with no LOIT
credit. The difference is the elimination of the $274 tax cap credit.
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Compared to a LOIT credit for all property, a homestead-only LOIT credit would probably cost local
governments revenue, however. Rental housing owners and business property owners would see their
tax bills rise without the LOIT credits, and some might hit their cap amounts. Instead of receiving tax
relief from a credit with replacement revenue for local governments, they would receive relief from a
credit with no replacement revenue. Local revenues would decrease.
This implies that both the decision of whether or not to adopt a local income tax for property tax relief,
and the decision about how to distribute the relief, can have effects on local revenues. If a LOIT is
adopted and the relief is distributed to taxpayers with capped tax bills, taxpayers get less property tax
relief and local governments receive more revenue. If the relief is distributed to taxpayers below their
caps, taxpayers get added property tax relief and local governments do not receive added revenue.
Table 11 uses 2015 tax district data to provide a check these points. Districts for 92 counties are
separated by tax rate and the total LOIT credit rate, which is the rate that applies to homesteads. The
figures in the table are unweighted averages of district tax cap percentages.
Table 11

Very few taxpayers are eligible for tax cap credits at rates of $2 or less. This implies that LOIT credit
rates must be providing property tax relief, since they cannot be substituting for tax cap credits. For tax
rates above $2, higher LOIT credit rates reduce tax cap credits as a percent of the levy. LOIT tax relief
produces lower tax bills, which means fewer taxpayers qualify for tax cap credits. The substitution of
funded LOIT credits for unfunded tax cap credits implied by this result means that local governments are
receiving more revenue in total.
When all rates are combined, the table shows a quirk, with more tax cap credits at the 1 percent to 30
percent LOIT credit range than when there are no LOIT credits. LOIT credits are important determinants
of tax cap credits—but property tax rates are more important.
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What Don’t We Know about the Property Tax Caps?
This paper discusses what we know about Indiana’s property tax caps after six years’ experience. The
results are based mostly on the simple (and not so simple) arithmetic of assessments, levies, rates and
caps for overlapping local governments. Answers to what we don’t know about the caps would involve
analyses of how the caps alter the behavior of taxpayers and local governments.
Changes in business tax bills can affect the incomes of business owners, but they also can be passed
forward to customers as price changes, or backwards to employees as changes in pay and benefits. A
full analysis of the incidence of the tax caps on rental housing and business property requires estimates
of the effects on profits, prices and pay.
Has the reduction of taxes on rental housing caused an increase in rental housing construction? If it has,
then has the increase in the supply of rental housing reduced rents, or at least slowed the increase in
rents, to tenants? If so, then rents are lower than they would have been, and the tax cuts to landlords
have been passed forward to tenants. Likewise, have tax cap credits caused businesses to expand?
Have they created new job opportunities, which has raised pay and benefits as businesses compete to
hire new employees? If so, then the benefits of the tax cap credits on businesses have been passed
backwards to employees. Such questions require models of the demand and supply of products and
labor, which must sort out the effects of the credits from all of the other factors that could change
profits, prices and pay.
The effects of the tax caps on economic development are a related question. Lower tax bills increase
business profitability. The higher return on investment ought to cause businesses to expand, increasing
the availability of products and job opportunities. But the tax caps became effective in the midst of the
Great Recession. The recession and recovery surely were bigger influences on Indiana business activity
than were changes in property tax bills. Answering economic development questions would require a
model of the Indiana economy, to identify the effects of taxes during economic turmoil. Answering
economic development questions also may take time—we may simply need more years of data, less
influenced by business-cycle events.
Tax cap credits reduce the revenue of local governments. How have governments responded? Perhaps
they have become more efficient, delivering the same services with less tax revenue. Perhaps they have
found new sources of revenue—like fees or local income taxes—to replace the lost property tax
revenue. Or perhaps they have cut services delivered to local residents.
Local government services are hard to measure, because they require measures of the output of local
government. These measures are often controversial. Has the loss of revenue by school corporations
resulted in lower test scores for public school students? Has the revenue loss by cities or counties
resulted in more crime as police services are cut? If not, does this mean local governments have
become more efficient, delivering the same services with less revenue? How can we account for all the
other factors that influence test scores or crime or any other measure of local government output they
we might select?
There are many questions to answer. The results in this paper could be a foundation for these more
sophisticated analyses.
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